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Telephone numbers are at the heart of voice communications in the United States. They are used
to connect one customer to another, to identify carriers on the public-switched telephone network (PSTN),
to enable texting and multimedia messaging, and to route emergency calls. And yet, no one ever seems
eager to talk about the Local Exchange Routing Guide or the Number Portability Administration Center
or the North American Numbering Plan, let alone how to integrate those last-generation systems with
next-generation technologies like the Session Initiation Protocol (for point-to-point Internet Protocol (IP)based calls) or ENUM (for mapping telephone numbers into the Internet space).1 In short, numbering
gets no respect.
But today, numbers rightfully take center stage. We need to address the subject now because
today’s numbering system is becoming an anachronism. It assumes the dominance of old-school carriers
interconnecting over time-division-multiplexed (TDM) circuits, using copper lines and the out-of-band
Signaling System No. 7. But that’s not how modern, IP-based networks operate.
This morning’s item comes none too late. It’s been nine years since then-Chairman Powell
recognized that IP-based communications were the future and opened up a proceeding on IP-Enabled
Services.2 Since then, interconnected voice over IP service providers have proliferated and consumers
have fled the PSTN. Meanwhile, the Commission has gained invaluable experience and perspectives. It
has managed a database to allow point-to-point IP-based communications via telephone numbers.3 It has
established a Technology Transitions Policy Task Force.4 And it has heard from its Technological
Advisory Council that the old TDM infrastructure should sunset in the next five years.5
It is time for the FCC to acknowledge that the IP Transition is upon us—that old copper-based
networks are fundamentally different from new IP-based networks, and that our legacy regulations slow
down the transformation from old to new (not to mention investment and innovation). Last month, I
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highlighted the importance of revising numbering for next-generation networks as one task we must
undertake to facilitate the IP Transition.6 Needless to say, then, I am pleased that the Notice we adopt
today takes a fresh look at many of our numbering rules, including those regarding number portability and
numbering cost allocation.
I am particularly grateful to my colleagues for incorporating many of my suggestions. These
related primarily to the upcoming trial that will allow interconnected VoIP providers to gain direct access
to numbers. Most importantly, the trial now will place participants on a six-month schedule with a
limited geographic scope, which will help us identify and hopefully resolve any unforeseen problems.
And the trial will require reporting from participants on what worked and what didn’t—for we can’t
benefit from the lessons learned unless we learn the lessons. Additionally, the Wireline Competition
Bureau will report back to us (and the public) on the results of the trial, thanks to a proposal by my
colleague, Commissioner Rosenworcel. All of these changes will ensure that the trial is a real
experiment, one that will help us eschew opinions in favor of facts.
Speaking of trials, I feel compelled to mention another critical one that’s necessary for a smooth,
successful IP Transition: an All-IP Pilot Program. Just like the VoIP numbering trial we embrace today,
an All-IP Pilot Program would allow providers to voluntarily test the waters of the IP Transition, in this
case by turning off their old TDM electronics in a discrete number of wire centers and migrating
consumers to an all-IP platform. Like today’s trial, it would be geographically limited. Like today’s trial,
we’ll need to include consumer protections to make sure that no consumer loses voice service. And like
today’s trial, we’ll need to rigorously evaluate the results of that pilot program, so that we know how to
make the IP Transition a success for all Americans. I hope we undertake the All-IP Pilot Program soon.
But enough words about that. Today is appropriately a day for numbers.7 I want to thank the
numbering team in the Wireline Competition Bureau for all their work on this item. I look forward to
reviewing the results of the trial and moving forward with a Report and Order in this proceeding early
next year.
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